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Legend:
DMC-320
DMC-606
DMC-798
DMC-3777



One Line
Author: Dayna Groves
Company: Odd Thread Designs
Copyright: Odd Thread Designs
Website: www.etsy.com/shop/OddThreadDesigns
Fabric: 14 Aida
Grid Size: 91W x 81H
Design Area: 6.36" x 5.64"  (89 x 79 stitches)

Legend:
[2] DMC 320 pistachio green - md (0.4 skeins) [2] DMC 798 delft blue - dk (0.4 skeins)
[2] DMC 606 burnt orange-red (0.4 skeins) [2] DMC 3777 terra cotta - vy dk (0.4 skeins)

Thank you for your purchase! At Odd Thread Designs, I aim to make counted cross stitch patterns as fun as possible. 
With many different colors and designs, the hope is to keep you entertained throughout the stitching process. If you have 
any questions, concerns, or comments, please Send me an email at oddthreaddesigns@gmail.com. Also, please take a 
moment to leave feedback on Etsy or through my Facebook page. Keep checking my storefront as I aim to add new 
designs quite regularly!

Please Note: 
- The chart is sized to aid in visibility of the pattern and does not necessarily reflect the size of the finished design. 
- Grayed squares in the chart are areas of overlap between pages. 
- This pattern is beginner-friendly and contains ONLY full cross stitches and no blending.

Customization:
Feel free to substitute any colors in the design with colors you prefer!

Step By Step:
 1) Check your material (14 aida recommended) and make sure you have more than enough material to fit the design. 

A minimum of 2 inches of spare room is recommended.
 2) Tape the edges of the fabric to prevent unraveling.
 3) Find the center of your fabric.
 4) Refer to the design for your starting color and cut an 18” piece of floss.
 5) Separate out 2 strands from your cut floss and set aside the remaining 4 for future use.
 6) Thread your needle and begin!

Etsy: www.etsy.com/shop/OddThreadDesigns
Facebook: Odd Thread Designs
Email: oddthreaddesigns@gmail.com

This pattern is the exclusive property of Odd Thread Designs. Reselling of this pattern is prohibited by law.


